ABSTRACT. Normed spaces which are isomorphic to subspaces of the nonstandard hull of a given normed space are characterized. Preliminaries. Throughout this paper (E, p) will denote a normed space over X, where X denotes the real,or complex numbers. By m. we denote an enlargement of some set-theoretical structure ill which contains (F, p). Recall that Tl is K-saturated over %. [12] if whenever X is in % and £ is a collection of internal subsets of X such that card(c) < k and c has the finite intersection property, then £ has nonempty intersection. Throughout this paper we assume that w is at least an Nj-saturated enlargement of 1.
of [4] ). Theorem (retraction theorem) . Assume m is K-saturated. If H is a subspace of E with Hamel dimension less than k and <f> £(E, 5) , then there exists tft £ (E , p ) such that </> aBa" if/ agree on H. Moreover, ift can be chosen so that pV) = p'(<p).
Let Ec denote the completion of E with respect to p and denote the extension of p to Ec again by p. Then (Ec, p) is contained in % and clearly fin ( E) = fin ( Ec) n E. Moreover, for each p £ fin ( E°) there exists r e fin ( E) suchthat pip -r) is infinitesimal. Thus n c may be identified with nE and (E, p) may be identified with (Ec, 8) .
As further notation, we recall: it a, b £ K, then a =. b means a -b is infinitesimal; if a £ K is finite, then st(zz) is the standard part of a in K; if X £ 511, then [X] is the set 1 x|x £ X\ of all standard elements of X.
1. Hyperfinite dimensional subspaces of the nonstandard hull. In this section we consider briefly certain subspaces of (E, p) which are important for technical reasons and which arise in a variety of contexts.
(See Definition 1.1.) In this paper we use them in the proof of Theorem 3.4, which concerns the structure of the subspaces of (E, p).
Let S be the collection of all finite dimensional subspaces of E. In keeping with the usual conventions, we will refer to the elements of S as -finite dimensional subspaces of E. Not only is each element 5 of Sa subspace of E over K, but if A is any -finite subset of S and A: A -> K is any internal function, then the -finite sum £{A(p)p|peA! is also in S. Moreover, there is a -finite subset B of S such that for each q £ S there is a unique internal function A: B -> K such that ?=ZíA(p)p| pe B\.
if there is a -finite dimensional subspace S of E such that H = n(S O fin ( E)). of *E such that tt(S D fin i*Ec)) = n(S ' O fin 1*E)). Therefore E and Ec determine exactly the same hyperfinite dimensional subspaces of E = Ec.
Proof. Recall that for each n e N there is a positive real number a(n) such that for each rz-dimensional normed space (F, rj) with normalized basis x,, x2, We close this section with a discussion of two properties of the hyperfinite dimensional subspaces of (E, p) which are of interest in their own right.
Theorem L3. Each hyperfinite dimensional subspace of (E, p) is closed.
Proof. Let H = ff(S H fin ( E)), where S is a -finite dimensional subspace of E. Let ¡7r(p )i be a sequence in // which converges in (E, p), say to Tr (p) .
Using the Nj-saturation of m, extend ip^i to an internal function from N into (ii) (F, 77) is finitely X-representable in (E, p).
(iii) (F, 77) is finitely X-representable in (E, p).
Proof. Obviously (i) implies (ii).
(ii) implies (iii): Let 5 be a finite dimensional subspace of F and let f > 0. By (ii) there exists a linear map U from S into E such that 77(x) < p(Ux)
fot all x eS, x 4 0. 
A function T from F into E may be defined by T(x) = 7r(l/( x)) for x £ F since U maps [p] into fin Ï E). It follows immediately from (4) that T is a A-embedding of (F, rj) into (E, p), proving (i).
Remarks. •, n, r < <x¿, y> if I < j < i < n, and 0 = <x., y> if 1 < z'< j< n.
(If (E, p) is a complex space, then the reflexivity of (E, p) is equivalent to the condition obtained from (#) by replacing <x., y > everywhere by Re<x¿, y •>.)
Condition (#) is one of the conditions listed as (P4) in [6] . The fact that (#) is equivalent to the super-reflexiviry of (E, p), which follows immediately from Theorem 2.4 (above) and Theorem 8.5 of [4] , was proved in [6] . Note also that if (E, p) satisfies (#), then (E, p) also satisfies (#). Therefore, (E, p) is superreflexive if and only if (E, p) is reflexive.
3. Embedding second dual spaces in the nonstandard hull. Luxemburg [ 13] has shown, using Helly's Theorem, that there is a norm-preserving function T from the second dual E into the nonstandard hull E such that T preserves the pairing with E'. (That is, <x, y> = <Tx, y> tot all x e E" and y e E*.) By using the principle of local reflexivity [ll], [lO] , which is a strengthening of Helly's Theorem, the existence of such a T which is linear and satisfies Tx = x for all
x 6 E, can be proved. The precise statement of the result we use, which is 138 C. W. HENSON AND L. C. MOORE, JR.
proved in [10] , is the following.
Theorem 3.1 (principle of local reflexivity). Let E be a Banach space, let U and V be finite dimensional subspaces of E and E respectively and let 8 > 0. Then there is a one-to-one operator T: U-*E with Tx = x for all x £ E O U, f(Te) = e(f) for all e £ U and f e V, and also \\T\\ • \\T~ !|| < 1 + 8.
There is a linear isometry T from E into E which satisfies Tx = x for all x £ E and <x, y> = <Tx, y> for all x £ E " and y £ E '.
Proof. Let Ec be the completion of E. Since (Ec)" = E" and Ec = E (see the preliminaries) we may assume that E is complete. Let 5 be a -finite dimensional subspace of E" with SO [E"] and let S ' be a -finite dimensional subspace of E' with 5*2 [E1]. Also let 8 be any positive infinitesimal in *R.
By passing the principle of local reflexivity to Jit it follows that there is an internal function P: S -♦ E which is linear over K and satisfies
(ii) Pq = a for all q £S D *E and (iii) <q, r> = <Pq, f> tor all q £ S and reí'.
Now define T on E by T(x) = 77(P( x)). T is obviously linear and it is an isometry by (i). If x e E, then x e S O E so that Tx = x. If x e E and y £ E',
then x e 5 and y 6S from which it follows that <Tx, y> = st<P( x), y> = <x,y> which completes the proof.
There is a natural linear mapping Q: E -» E which is defined by letting Q(x) be the restriction of x (as a linear functional on E ) to E , for each x £ E.
That is, for each x e E and y £ E , <x, y> = <Qx, y>. Let T: E -» E be a linear isometry as in Theorem 3.2. Then, for each x e E , <QTx, y> = <x, y> for all y £ E , so that QT is the identity map on E . In particular this shows that Q is onto and ||Q|| = 1. Also it follows that TQ is a projection (of norm 1) from E onto T(E ). From this observation the following corollary is immediate. When "i\l is sufficiently saturated it is possible to strengthen Theorem 3.2 in a useful way by putting certain restrictions on the "location" of the image space T(E ).
Theorem 3.4. Assume that *1ii is k-saturated and card(E") < k. If H is a hyperfinite dimensional subspace of E and E Ç H, then there is a linear isometry T from E" into H which satisfies Tx = x for all x £ E and <x, y> = <Tx, y> for all x £ E and y £ E .
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Let 5 be a -finite dimensional subspace of E such that n(SC\ tin (*E)) = H.
For each n > 1, F £ S, x £ E" and y £ E ' let A(n, F, x, y) be the internal set which consists of all internal, -linear functions P from some -subspace of E" into S such that (i) The domain of P contains PU| xj, (ii) for all a in the domain of P,
(1 -l/rz)V(a) < *piPq) < (1 + l/»)*p"(?) (iii) if x £ E, then *p(P(*x) -*x) < l/n, and (iv) |<*x, *y>-<P(**). *y>l < 1/«.
Assume that P is in the intersection of all the sets A(n, F, x, y), for n > 1, F £ S, x e E" and y e E '. Then [E"] is contained in the domain of P; moreover, by (ii) , P( x) e fin ( E) for each x e E". Thus we may define T on E ' by T(x) = 7t(P( x)). T is obviously linear and it is an isometry by the conditions (ii) .
By conditions (iii), for each x e E, p(P( x) -x) =y 0, so that T(x) = n(P( x)) = n( x) = x. If x e E and y e E , then the conditions (iv) imply that <Tx , y> = st<P(*x), *y> = st<*x, *y> = <x, y>. Finally, P maps *[E"] into S H finp(*F) so that T maps E into /i. Therefore T has the desired properties.
It remains to show that the intersection of the sets A(n, F, x, y) is nonempty.
We need only show that the collection ÍA(«, F, x, y)\ n> l, F e S, x e E" and y e E'] has the finite intersection property, since the collection has fewer than k elements and % is K-saturated. 
ZVf-î^e^i
Therefore, from properties (a), (b), and (c) above follow these properties of P:
(a') (1 -l/n)*p"(q) < *f*Pq)<(l + l/n)*p"(q) for all q £ *F, (V ) *p(P(*x.) -*x.) < 1/b if 1 < i < r and x. e E, and (c') |<*x., *y> -<P(*xt), *y>\ < 1/b if 1 < i < r and 1 < ; < ¿.
This proves that the collection of sets A(b, F, x, y) has the finite intersection property and completes the proof.
Theorem 3.5. Assume that Tïi is K-saturated. If (F, rj) is a normed space over K and card(F ) < k, then every X-embedding of (F, rj) into (E, p) can be extended to a X-embedding of (F", r¡") into (E, p).
Proof. Let T be any A-embedding of F into E. Let {xjci £ I\ be a Hamel basis for F over K. For each a £ /, choose pa efini E) such that 7r(pa) = T(xa). Since card(/) < k and /1Ï is K-saturated, we may extend the function ip0l
to an internal function from / into E, which we shall still denote by ipai.
For each n £ N let A be the internal set which consists of all*-finite sub- (1 -1/oSfr^q) < *p(Pq) < A(l + 1/ofrfi.q) for all q € S. Therefore we may define P: H -* E by P(x) = n(P(q)) where x = 77(a), q £ S.
Thus defined, Pisa A-embedding of H into E. Moreover, if a e /, then P(xa) = zr(P(*xa)) = 7z(z7a) = T(xa)% Therefore, for each x £ F, P(x) = T(x). It follows that the composite mapping PQ is a A-embedding of F into E which extends T. Corollary 3.6 . Assume that 1\[ is K-saturated. If F is a Banach space which is isomorphic to a complemented subspace of E and card(F ) < k, then F is complemented in F .
Proof. Let T: F -• E be an isomorphism of F onto a complemented subspace of E.
It may be assumed that T is a A-embedding for some A > 1. By Theorem 3.5, T may be extended to a A-embedding T oí F into E. Then T(F) = T(F) is complemented in T(F ), so that F is complemented in F .
Remark. As an example of the use of Corollary 3.6, note that if *)li is the space ly(n) is not (1 + <5)-embeddable in (E, p), then (E, p) is said to be uniformly non-ly(n) [5] . Thus (E, p) is B-convex if and only if it is uniformly non-/j(rz) for some n, by Giesy's results. A uniformly non-/j(2) Banach space is also called uniformly nonsquare.
(iv) By (iii) it is sufficient to show that if (E, p) is B-convex, then (E*, p)
is B-convex. If (E*, p') is not B-convex then (E*, p') contains an isometric copy H of ly. The dual space of H is isometric to l^. Hence for each n and z5 > 0 there is a (1 + §)-embedding of ly(n) into the dual space of (E , p ).
Using the retraction theorem (see the preliminaries) it can be shown that for each positive integer n and each 8 > 0 there is a (1 + S)-embedding of l.(n) into (E", p"). Thus (E", p ') is not B-convex so (E", p ) is not B-convex by Lemma 42. By (iii) it follows that (E, p) is not B-convex, completing the proof.
Note (Added January 1974). It has been announced by R. C. James [Notices Amer. Math. Soc. 21 (1974) , A-188] that there exists a B-convex Banach space which is not reflexive.
